Dear Guest,
It is important to know that the hostel does not have area
own vehicle parking for loading and unloading luggage
given its location in one of the main roads of the city. Thus,
we offer some considerations about Parking
Salamanca so that they will be useful when planning your
arrival.
However, and before any possible doubt or need to expand
information, we will be happy to assist you 24 hours addressing
we in:
Paseo de las Carmelitas, 58 1o. 37007. Salamanca.
Phone: +34 923 26 78 86
Fax: +34 923 27 January 61
Web: www.hostalgoyasalamanca.com
e-mail: info@hostalgoyasalamanca.com

Sincerely
The team of staff at Hostal Goya Salamanca **

PARKING IN SALAMANCA
(Attached map of the city at the end of the document)
One of the most frequent questions when traveling to Salamanca
It is where you can park. Since the city is not very large and that the
monumental area is highly concentrated, park the car can be a
task further complicated Blackout dates influx of tourists.
Good to know that:
 Much of the old town is pedestrian and most streets
why it can circulate parking is prohibited.
 The areas closest to the old town where you can park.
They are included within the O.R.A., payment.
 The city is not prepared for a large volume of traffic. Is
better to go almost anywhere on foot.
In the attached map you will find information about:
 Location of Hostal Goya ** (Yellowing)
 Paths drive to the hostel from outside Salamanca
(Orange)
 Delimitation of the city center (Red)
 Pedestrian zones (Purple)
 Parking areas O.R.A. (Blue and green)
 Car parks (P)
 Parking areas suggested by the hostel (Yellow).

FREE PARKING IN SALAMANCA
Parking painted white line.
Free parking in Salamanca without knowing the city is not easy. In the
middle
It's almost impossible.
Looking at a map of the city and orienting a bit, you can do in
relatively close to the center areas. For example, across the river, in the
neighborhood that is opposite the Roman Bridge, beyond the Paseo
Canalejas or
some of the streets between the University Campus, Bus Station,
Hospitals and Paseo Carmelitas.
AREAS O.R.A.
They are regulated parking areas schedules sections. there are currently
Two differentiated by the color of the lines painted on the floor: blue or
green.
Rates for non-residents are:
Rate Class A (blue): Applicable to all interior streets to the first track
delimited round: Avda Mirat, Paseo Canalejas, Paseo Rector Esperabé,.
Paseo San Gregorio, Paseo Desengaño, Paseo San Vicente and Paseo
Carmelitas.
maximum allowed parking time: two hours.
Price: 0.80€ for the first hour and 1.85€ for the second.
Rate Class B (green): Other streets.
maximum allowed parking time: four hours.
Price: 0.80€ the first hour, 1.05€ the second, 0.90€ the third hour and
0.90€, the fourth hour.
Motorcycles have specific spaces, marked with the legend "Solo
bikes ", which is not paid but no time limitation.
To sell tickets accrediting payment, no parking meters every little
distance, marked with the letter P in white on a blue background. Allowed
0.05€ coins onwards.
Hours paid parking are Monday through Friday from 9:00 to 14:00 and
16:00 to 20:00 and Saturdays from 9:00 to 14:00. The rest of the time
you can park freely.
PRIVATE PARKING
Another payment options are there to park the car parks
private. All are relatively close to the downtown area. Its daily price
is around 12.00€. You can see your location on the map.
WITHDRAWAL OF AUTOMOBILE BY MUNICIPAL CRANE
If during the trip to Salamanca the municipal tow your car takes for evil
parking, you can go look at the impound lot, located on Calle
Lagunas de Villafáfila 103 (Polygon Montalvo II).

If I wanted to make sure before it is there, the contact telephone is +34
923,289,555.
In 2013 the minimum price by removing the car is € 88.50, what would
to add the potential fine and surcharge if the car does not pick the same
day.
The bus line 12 goes from Salamanca to that polygon. I also know
You can arrive by taxi.
FINAL ADVICE
Thus, our particular recommendation involves:
Or park on the outskirts of the hostel in free white area or O.R.A
Green walking distance (know that Salamanca is a safe city and
beyond the usual recommendations not to leave anything in sight in its
car or collecting mirrors have no problem) or park in
one of the car parks that are around us, we suggest that of
"The Holy Trinity" from 10.00€ on the following link:
https://parclick.com/es/parkingsalamanca/mp_hospital_santisima_trinidad
So we can only thank you for your trust in us and wish him good
¡¡We hope trip !!

Kindest regards

Hostal Goya Salamanca **

